
2nd class Homework: Week of 4th May 2021   
Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

Written work: ‘Master Your Maths’ Wednesday 
p.25.  
 
English reading: ‘Read at Home’ p.106. Read page 
aloud and answer questions orally.  
 
Irish reading: ‘Léigh sa Bhaile’ p.84. Read page aloud 
and answer questions orally. 
 

*Put maths homework in bag for tomorrow.  

Written work: ‘Stay Safe’ worksheet 8. 
Discuss with a parent and complete written 
or drawing work.  
 
English reading: ‘Read at Home’ p.107. 
Read page aloud and answer questions 
orally.  
 
Irish reading: ‘Léigh sa Bhaile’ p.85. Read 
page aloud and answer questions orally. 
 
*Put signed Stay Safe sheet in bag for 
tomorrow. 
 

Oral homework: Next week we will be starting an 
animal project as part of our weekly homework. 
Decide today which animal you would like to complete 
your project on. You can choose any animal that you 
are interested in.    

Active homework: Play animal match workout: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gJnMjQPM6Y 
or another activity of choice.  

English reading: ‘Read at Home’ p.108. Read page 
aloud and answer questions orally.  

Irish reading: ‘Léigh sa Bhaile’ p.86. Read page aloud 
and answer questions orally. 

Daily learning homework: Tuesday-Thursday 
English spellings:  ear   

1. mend              * I asked Dad if he could mend my coat.  

2. silk                  

3. bear               * The bear slept in the forest.  

4. tear               * The lady had to tear off part of my ticket.  

5. pear               * I ate a juicy pear.  

6. wear           

7. swear 

8. underwear            

9. weight            * Weight is how heavy something is. 

10. capacity     * Capacity is how much something can hold e.g. a bottle. 

Irish spellings: é 

1. mé                (I/me) 

2. sé                 (he/it) 

3. béar             (bear) 

4. féar             (grass) 
 
* Only the spelling will be asked in the test but please practise the meaning too.  
 
Tables: -9 
*See ‘Time for Tables’ book for tables to be learnt.   

Audio files to help with Irish reading 

LSB p.84: https://data.cjfallon.ie/audio/LeighsaBhaile-A-p84.mp3 
LSB p.85: https://data.cjfallon.ie/audio/LeighsaBhaile-A-p85.mp3 
 

LSB p.86: https://data.cjfallon.ie/audio/LeighsaBhaile-A-p86.mp3 
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